
△

There is a toilet, but there is a step of 6

cm at the entrance and it is narrow. It`s

not wheelchair accessible. Pets are only

allowed on the terrace.

〇

Passage on

the counter

seat side is

the

narrowest, 80

cm narrow,

but you can

go.

Passage width 3 Table height 0 Store environment 3

Width 100

cm. With

the chairs

moved, the

wheelchair

can

manage.

The height

of the table

is 70 cm,

the height

of the chair

is 40 cm.

Writing board 〇 Guide dog

1 Ocean view  restaurant  Good Burg
weekday11:00〜21:00 holiday10:45〜21:30

88 seats ¥800〜1,500
A restaurant with hamburgsteak and meat dishes.

Tel. 082-503-1355

Toilet △ English menu ×

Children's seat 〇
Wheelchair

assistance

MARINA HOP restaurant

Barrier-Free information

－How to read－

① Serial number on the restaurant map.  
② Restaurant name.
③ A brief introduction for restaurant.
④ Restaurant photo.
⑤ Basic information for restaurant.

＜Toilet＞〇：Wheelchair accessible △：Wheelchair inaccessible    
×：No toilet

＜Guide dog＞〇：Allowed in the store. △：Allowed in terrace seats only  
×：Not allowed in the store

⑥ Supplemental comments.
⑦ Type of barrier.
⑧ Shows the degree of danger from 0~5 with 0 being no danger.
⑨ Photo of local barrier.
⑩ Information for height of the step and other barriers.

①
②

④

⑤

⑥

⑦

③

⑧

⑨ ⑩

④



②

MARINA HOP Restaurant Map

Kunugi

MARIHO FOOD HALL by Rurubu Kitchen

Seaside&Style Pachi Pachi

Umi no Ne

TONKATSU FACTORY
BUTA-YARO!

Good Burg

NEW YORK DINER

Pomu no Ki

Karubiya Daifuku

⑧

⑨

③ ④ ① ⑦
⑥ ⑤

Wheelchair 
accessible toilet

Customers using wheel chairs 
in restaurants are 

recommended to use this toilet 
or please use the toilet in the 

food hall.

Tap the number or name,
jump to each barrier-free 

information!



△

There is a toilet, but there is a step of 6

cm at the entrance and it is narrow. It's

not wheelchair accessible. Pets are only

allowed on the terrace.

Writing board × Guide dog △

〇
Wheelchair

assistance

Although there

are many

seats,  the

passage width

many narrow

to 60 cm.

Passage width 3 Table · chair height 0 Store environment 5

The width

is 100 cm.

The height

of the table

is 70 cm,

The height

of the chair

is 45 cm.

The inside of the store is a little

narrow, but it is easy to get in and

out because there are two doors.

2  Kunugi
weekday11:00〜18:00 holiday11:00〜20:00

50 seats 〜¥1,000
A waffle and Baumkuchen shop.

Tel. 082-208-0707

Toilet △ English menu ×

Children's seat 〇

〇

Passage on

the counter

seat side is

the narrowest,

80 cm narrow,

but you can

go.

Passage Width 3 Table Height 0 Store Environment 3

Width 100

cm. With

the chairs

moved, the

wheelchair

can manage.

The height

of the table

is 70 cm, the

height of the

chair is 40

cm.

Writing board 〇 Guide dog

1 Ocean view restaurant  Good Burg
weekday11:00〜21:00 holiday10:45〜21:30

88 seats ¥800〜1,500
A restaurant with hamburgsteak and meat dishes.

Tel. 082-503-1355

Toilet △ English menu ×

Children's seat 〇
Wheelchair

assistance

Tap here, return to map.



△

All foods, drinks and desserts are self-

service. You will need assistance to take

food from high places.

Writing board 〇 Guide dog 〇

〇
Wheelchair

assistance

The height

of the table

is 70 cm, the

height of the

chair is 45

cm.

Entrance Width 3 Ticket-vending Machine 2 Table 0

It is a special

shape, but it

has a width of

100 cm.

Please be

cautions.

The door is

automatic.

The buttons

of the ticket

vending

machine are

freely

available. The

height of the

top coin slot

is 145 cm.

In the system to purchase tickets with ticket

vending machines, the ticket vending machine has

English notation. Although two returning points are

lined up, we recommend using the right side rack. It

is 60 cm tall.

4 TONKATSU FACTORY BUTA-YARO
11:00〜15:00, 17:00〜20:00 (21:00)

40 seats ¥600〜¥1,500
 A delicious tonkatsu and fried food restaurant.

Tel. 082-234-7185

Toilet △ English menu 〇

Children's seat 〇

〇

Chinese and

English

guide

notation are

everywhere.

Passage Width 4 Drink Bar 3 Foreign Language Notation 0

It is the

narrowest

place, it is 45

- 75 cm. You

can use it if

you are at the

entrance side.

Although

the height is

reachable,

the button

on the top is

150 cm high.

Writing board 〇 Guide dog

3 Umi no Ne
11:00〜21:00 Thursday11:00〜15:00

40 seats ¥1,500〜¥2,000
An all-you-can-eat restaurant where you can make sushi by yourself.

Tel. 082-234-8878

Toilet △ English menu 〇

Children's seat 〇
Wheelchair

assistance

Tap here, return to map.



×

It is easy to move because it is a migration type

passage, but the table and the chair are fixed. I will

be seated after getting out of the wheelchair. The

height is 65 cm for the table and 42 cm for the

chair.

The two door entry may be difficult, but

the stuff will provide assistance.

Writing board 〇 Guide dog 〇

〇

The seating in

the center is one

step higher and

the height is 15

cm. We do not

recommend

using the

wheelchair.

Table Height 0 Passage Width 2 Raised Seating 5

The height

of the table

is 65 cm, the

height of the

chair is 45

cm.

A narrowest

passage is 80

cm. The

widest

passage is 130

cm, and you

can pass

enough.

6 Creative Omlet rice Pom's tree
11:00〜22:00

45 seats ¥1,000〜¥1,500
A restaurant where you can taste a rich variety of omelet rice.

Tel. 082-503-2212

Toilet △ English menu 〇

Children's seat 〇
Wheelchair

assistance

〇

The height of

the salad bar

is 80 cm, the

depth is 70

cm. It is hard

to take

something

from the

back.

Step height and width at entrance 5 Zashiki 2 Salad Bar 4

The steps are

13 cm in

height and 80

cm in width.

The staff can

assist you.

The

japanese

style seating

area has a

step hight of

30cm.

Writing board × Guide dog

5 Karubiya Daifuku
11:30〜14:30, 17:00〜22:30

80 seats ¥1,000〜¥2,500
A restaurant where you can enjoy authentic grilled meat.

Tel. 082-503-3077

Toilet △ English menu ×

Children's seat 〇
Wheelchair

assistance

Tap here, return to map.



〇 Guide dog ×

Writing board 〇 Guide dog △

〇〇
Wheelchair

assistance

There is a

toilet, but the

entrance width

is 74 cm and it

is narrow. Since

there is no

handrail, you

need personal

assistance to

use it.

Passage Width 4 Obstacle 3 Toilet 4

The width in

the photo is 82

cm. At narrow

places it is 45

cm and it is

not possible to

pass.

There is a

code cover

on the floor.

It is 1.5 cm.

It can seat well with table height of 68 cm and chair

height of 45 cm. We will guide you to the terrace

seats and the large seats near the entrance. There

are 2F seats, but it is difficult with a wheelchair

because we have to climb the stairs.

Writing board

8 Seaside&Style Pachi Pachi
11:00〜15:30, 17:00〜21:00

1F: 60 seats

2F: 20 seats
¥1,200〜¥3,000

All you can eat restaurant with exquisite dishes that the chef makes with

ingredients of the day.
Tel. 082-503-2401

Toilet △ English menu ×

Children's seat

〇

The top

button is 160

cm. Most

buttons are

reachable, but

if not, you

need

assistance.

Table Height 0 Passage Width 2 Drink Bar 3

The height

of the table

is 70 cm, the

height of the

chair is 45

cm.

It is 80 cm wide

with the picture

of the narrowest

place. There are

many large

passageways in

the shop, the

average width is

110 cm.

It is easy to operate a wheelchair with a

spacious layout overall.

7 NEW YORK DINER
11:00〜21:00

100 seats ¥900〜¥1,500
An American restaurant where you can enjoy juicy steak.

Tel. 082-208-3580

Toilet △ English menu 〇

Children's seat 〇
Wheelchair

assistance

Tap here, return to map.



9 MARIHO FOOD HALL

There is a

washlet.

The height of

the handrail is

70 cm.

There is no

call button.

High table height 5 Wheelchair accessible toilet 0 Wheelchair accessible toilet 3

The height

of the table

is 100 cm,

The chair is

70 cm.

The

entrance

width is 83

cm.

Guide dog 〇Writing board 〇

〇

The height

of the table

is 70 cm.

The chair is

44 cm.

Order Terminal 2 Passage Width 1 Low Table Height 0

It is 115 cm

high and

still

accessable.

It is a self-service store from order to

return. A special terminal is used for

ordering. It is scheduled to have an

English menu soon.

The passage

width is

about 110

cm.

9 MARIHO FOOD HALL
11:00〜22:00 (15:00〜17:00cafe only)

302 seats ¥680〜¥5,000
The latest restaurant opened in July 2018. You can enjoy the tastes of various lands.

Tel. 082-231-4848

Toilet 〇 English menu ×

Children's seat 〇
Wheelchair

assistance

Tap here, return to map.


